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Introduction
Client Brief

Project Background

The focus of this document is the redevelopment of retail premises

This project seeks to positively contribute to the Newport Town Centre

at nos. 32-36 High Street within the historic centre of Newport. This

Conservation Area by presenting meaningful development proposals

building occupies a key location in the oldest part of the town, with

that both maximise the building’s potential as a functional element

commercial frontages on both the High Street and the pedestrianised

of the Newport landscape, and utilise a consistent methodology for

St Thomas Square. Enjoying high visibility within the urban landscape,

regeneration that could be transferred and adapted to similar sites

the site is within short walking distance from the local landmarks of

throughout the island’s historic commercial areas.

the Guildhall and St James Square, making it an ideal subject for
developing new strategies for commercial and social regeneration
as part of the HSHAZ for Newport.

Designed to complement Newport’s recent designation as one of
Historic England’s High Street Heritage Action Zones (HSHAZ), our
proposals have been developed through a combination of sitespecific research of the historical evolution of the building and its
setting alongside our broader knowledge of commercial architectural
heritage and the related design principles. Using this information, this
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document provides a historical overview of the constituent parts of

RE
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32-36 High Street, and details its current situation and obstacles to
successful operation. It will then present two possible reuse options

ET

that each employ innovative approaches to respond to the identified
problems and development opportunities.

ST. THOMAS’S SQUARE

32-36 HIGH STREET

Executive Summary
This document outlines the following proposal options following

Option B capitalises on the island’s Higher Education offerings by

an historical and architectural analysis of the site and the wider

creating a modern, open-access work and leisure space at ground

commercial landscape of Newport High Street:

floor in addition to the five commercial units along the High Street.

Option A seeks to reinforce the existing commercial character of the
HIG

High Street by reconfiguring the ground floor to provide a total of ten

Upper floors will be focused towards housing visiting students and
professionals through the provision of 28 new accommodation units.

TR
HS
EET

new commercial premises of reduced size and frontages to both the

These options are supported by a cost analysis and viability report that

High Street and St Thomas’s Square. This will be complemented by

appraises the two options against a third option of maintaining the

the creation of ten new private dwellings to the upper floors.

current situation, and arrives at the following costs for each scheme:
Option A:							

£2.5M

Option B:							

£2.8M

ST. JAMES’S SQUARE
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and their relationship to each other to be critical for informing our
approach to the effective treatment of the elevations and the
associated public realm improvements.
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32-34 High Street
35-36 High Street
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We consider understanding the history of these distinct elements

34
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nos. 32-34 High Street, 35-36 High Street, and 25-26 St Thomas’s Square.

B
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Principal Elements of the Site
Visually, the site can be broadly divided into three distinct elements:
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25-26 St Thomas’s
Square (frontage only)

Current Status

Challenges and Opportunities

The building currently houses five retail units at ground floor level,

As of June 2021, three of the five units are currently vacant, and none

each having a principal facade on the High Street with secondary

are considered to have effectively exploited their key connections

frontages and upper floor access on St Thomas Square. At first floor

to both the High Street and St Thomas Square. The two adjacent

level, each unit has been configured as ancillary space serving the

public entry points to the square (A, B), whilst pedestrianised and well

retail units below; additionally, nos. 32-34 also retain use of a full

presented, are not effectively exploited by the building, creating an

second floor level, whilst nos. 35 and 36 have the potential for further

unengaging and transitory atmosphere that inhibits social activity.

expansion into a generous roof space. However, no area above first

Initial observations would be to emphasize the visual continuity

floor has been utilised since the building’s reconstruction, and no

between the High Street and the Square, and to develop a reuse

practical means of accessing this space has been installed.

strategy that incorporates public use of the upper floors, exploiting
the centralised location and unique views of the historic townscape
of Newport.
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History of the Site
The Eagle Tavern

T

he precise date of the building’s original construction is unknown,
with Historic England referring to an early 19th century structure but

other sources dating it to the late 18th century. What is clear is that its
first recorded use was as a public house that gained a licence under
the name of James McKenzie of the Eagle Tavern Commercial Inn at
32 High Street. Use of other parts of the building during this period are
also unclear, although contemporary records note the residence of a
licensed victualler and gun-maker around 1868.
The Eagle Tavern continued to operate until 1970, by which time
the building had fallen into a state of significant disrepair. Shortly
afterwards it was listed, and along with the other premises in the block
underwent an extensive programme of repair and reconstruction that
continued throughout the 1980s.

The Eagle Tavern circa 1970, shortly before
reconstruction, (left) and viewed from St
Thomas Square during the work (right)

Portion of the site occupied by
the former Eagle Tavern, now
comprising the Grade II listed
property at 32-34 High Street
The current structure was
significantly rebuilt to the
original style following its listing
in 1972, apparently retaining the
original architectural detailing
at ground floor but replacing the
roof and removing the third floor
interior space in the process
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History of the Site
Edward Morris’s Stores

T

he other notable tenant was a department store operated by local
business Edward Morris & Co. Occupying the opposite end of the

block from the Eagle Tavern, it is unknown when it began operating,
but a photo taken circa 1900 shows a different structure in its place,
and an original retained mosaic panel bears the year 1906 and the
initials ‘E.M’.
The recognisable Morris’s shopfront was subsequently pictured as

The earliest and latest known images of Edward
Morris’s Stores, in 1908 (left and 1950 (right)

early as 1908 and remained largely unchanged until at least the
mid-1950s. Following its purchase by the national department store
chain Chiesman’s in 1958, it was managed as a subsidiary by Morris
of Newport from 1969 until the purchase of Chiesman’s by House of
Fraser in 1976.
Local residents recall a three-storey department store around this time
featuring an internal lift and toy shop on the top floor. The block as a
whole is believed to have been further reconfigured into its current
form as five distinct retail units sometime during the 1980s.

St Thomas Square circa
1900, showing a different
building occupying the
site (highlighted)

Assumed extent of the
former Edward Morris’s
Stores at the western end
of the site
The current building was
built to only two storeys,
in a modern nondescript
style unsympathetic to
its setting and with no
reference to the original
form or architecture
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History of the Site
Statutory Protection
The building currently falls under two separate Grade II listings that

In addition, the rear of no. 33 also received a distinct listing at the same

grant powers of protection over historically important sites. The first

time, (25 and 26 St Thomas’s Square, ref. 1034499) suggesting a further

(Eagle Tavern, ref. 1034615) recognises the heritage value of the

degree of significance, perhaps due to a more substantial retention

site in relation to the first iteration of the building and its use as a

of original features. Along with no. 32, this facade contributes to the

public house and encompasses nos. 32-34. Granted in February 1972

authentic historic character present in St Thomas Square, standing in

(presumably shortly before reconstruction proposals were drawn up)

contrast to the low aesthetic value of the adjacent modern façades

it appears the listing is intended to preserve the current building’s

of nos. 34-36.

symbolic, rather than material, value in its recreation of the form,
setting and key architectural features of the Eagle Tavern.

In terms of local designations, the site is situated wholly within
the boundary of the Newport Conservation Area and has been
designated as a ‘building of special character’ according to the
Historic Town Centre Character Appraisal Map. Additionally, no. 32
has been recognised by the same study as having a ‘shopfront of
merit’.

Location of the historic frontage of the
separately listed 25 -26 St Thomas’s Square
This facade appears to be largely original,
with new window and door units, and likely
replacement of the roof structure

Historical image showing the relationship between
the shop fronts of nos. 25-26 St Thomas’s Square
(highlighted) and the original Eagle Tavern building
The current frontage of 25-26
St Thomas’s Square, showing
assumed reproductions of the
original square bay shop windows
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Key features
Key Features

W

hilst the history of the structure is incomplete, it is safe to assume
that the original Eagle Tavern portion was partially or wholly

rebuilt during the 1980s, and it is this form that exists on the site today.
Distinctive architectural features that have been retained or rebuilt
include recessed timber sash windows, mansard slate roof, parapet
and cornice, and at ground floor, the traditional Victorian bar frontage
with arched openings, pilasters and entablature.
By contrast, the history of the other elements of the block is difficult to
ascertain. What seems most likely is that a department store continued

Existing shop fronts currently exhibit references to
traditional detailing that should be re-implemented in
a higher-quality and more coherent manner suitable
for contemporary shop fronts

to operate on the site until some point between its purchase in 1976
and the reconfiguration of the building into individual retail units
during the 1980s. What remains unclear is at what point the original
Morris’s store building was demolished - this is most likely to have
taken place shortly after the work to the Eagle Tavern and following
the purchase of Morris’s in the mid-1970s. The modern design and
construction of nos. 35 and 36 have left little in the way of the historic
or architectural value present in the original Morris’s stores. No visible
The principle of using decorative pilasters and consoles (left)
to demarcate individual shop fronts has been retained using
replacement fixtures that complement the detailing of the
former public house (right) along the High Street frontage

elements of the original department store have been retained with
the exception of a series of mosaic panels, the Art Deco style and
noted year likely confirming an original construction date during the
first decade of the 20th century.

Mosaic panels from the original building
(right) that have since been installed on no.
36 High Street (below), and can be seen on
the composite image of the original Edward
Morris’s department store (left)
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Design Principles
Shopfront styles
The Square bays of 25-26 St Thomas’s Square appear to be

Consoles (or corbels) were placed at either end of the fascia to

reproductions of the original Georgian display windows that were

provide distinct separation between adjoining shops in the increasing

typical of the time and would have likely featured small panes

number of purpose-built parades, with the fascia tilted forward to

with classically-styled joinery in accordance with contemporary

give further prominence to the name or otherwise accommodate a

architectural trends.

retractable fabric blind or awning.

At no. 32, the Eagle Tavern employed classically styled pilasters

Whilst retaining or emulating many of these details, the existing

(common from the late-18th century) that framed the windows and

shop fronts are primarily examples of a late 20th century change

provided visual support for the entablature. Projecting bay windows

of approach that favoured insensitive design, and consisting

were by now outlawed in most places to avoid obstructing the

of oversized fascias, large areas of glass, characterless window

footway, and so the entrances to the adjacent shops would have

frames, inappropriate corporate signage, and a disregard for the

likely been set back to compensate.
Throughout the Victorian period more prominence was given to shop

Typical Georgian (left) and Victorian (right) shop front
architectural detailing and associated terminology

architectural features of existing buildings.

names by emphasising the fascia and reducing the depth of the
cornice, and improved glass manufacture saw the introduction of
larger panes of glass set within slender glazing bars - an approach
that has been in principle retained in the current shop fronts.

Simplified modern recreation of traditional shopfront framing
using pilasters, consoles and fascias, to the rear of no. 34

Decorative pilasters reinforcing the Victorian
parade style rhythm of the original shop fronts

Recessed Victorian-style main
entrance to no. 36
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Design Principles
Architectural Principles

Hanging signs are a traditional feature of shops which in this case
would add vitality to the streetscape, with timber or cast metal signs
particularly appropriate for traditional shop fronts and older buildings,

Architecturally or historically worthy shop fronts should principally be

with premises limited to one sign that is proportionate to the fascia.

subject to restoration rather than replacement. Inappropriate later

Blinds or awnings protect display goods from sunlight and provide

additions should be removed and repairs undertaken, with materials

shelter for shoppers, and are evident in a number of historic photos of

suitable to the original design. Shop fronts should relate to the building

the site. In this case they can also add interest to the street, particularly

it belongs to, forming an integral part of the elevation rather than

to St Thomas’s Square, but should be appropriate to the period of the

an isolated element on the ground floor. This is somewhat evident in

building and the character of the Conservation Area. These blinds

nos. 33-36 due to the relatively recent reconstruction work of much

should always be retractable on a roller and housed in a blind box

of the building and has been achieved by referencing the scale of

discreetly integrated within the facade.

the structure and accommodating the arrangement of the windows
and internal walls on the upper floors.
In small scale buildings such is this, the shop fronts should also be

Replicated Georgian square bay windows to 25-26 St
Thomas’s Square (above left) with historic shop frontage
shown below and with blinds extended (above right)

Shop entrances should provide level threshold access that complies
with Building Regulations part M with entrance doors maintaining a
clear minimum opening of 900mm. Handles should be no higher than

small. with modestly sized fascia, display windows and proportion

waist height with glazed panels to aid visibility. Fully glazed doors and

of detailing. In this case the impact of the large windows could be

ground-level glazing should feature manifestation graphics to aid

reduced through subdivision, which can be achieved with glazing

partially sighted people.

bars that relate the shop front to architectural features elsewhere
on the building. Intermediate columns to nos. 33 and 34 contribute

Examples of sympathetic modern interpretation of historical
shopfront design principles, including painted fascia signage,
panelled timber risers and pilasters framing a glazed frontage,
featuring a recessed entrance with level threshold access

to visual balance, and bold shop frames comprising the fascia and
pilasters help create the impression of a single symmetrical element
on the ground floor, even if it is not functionally true.
As a purpose-built parade, there continues to be a degree of
continuity between the various shop fronts, with pilasters, consoles
and fascias being a common feature which should retained and
highlighted where possible. All consoles and pilasters should be
repainted using a single colour to maintain continuity, and should be
in muted or neutral colours to avoid a clash with colour schemes of
the individual shops. The shop fronts should be set back slightly into
openings to a consistent depth, to enhance the visual effect of the
projecting pilasters and fascias. This facilitates the expression of the
individual identities of the shop fronts through fenestration, entrance
doors, colour scheme and signage.

Design Approach
In this instance, traditional fascias such as those comprising a timber
panel with painted lettering or metal or timber letters in relief is an
appropriate style to base contemporary signage, with garish, brightly
coloured or plastic forms discouraged. Lettering and graphics should
be moderately sized and proportionate to the fascia. The sign should
be limited to the name of the shop and some additional information
such as the nature of the business and phone number. The street
number ought to be clearly displayed somewhere on the shop front,
usually on the fascia but is also common on fanlights, pilasters or
consoles.
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Key Issues and Barriers
Fire Protection

Accessibility

Strategies, and as this type of development is classed as a material

On the ground floor the existing shop unit sizes would be reduced in

Access to all shops at ground floor level is currently level onto the High

change of use to the existing building it will be necessary to adhere

area and also in travel distance. It is our opinion that a single access

Street and this would be retained within these proposals. The shops

to current Building Regulations.

is sufficient to meet the standards set out in Building Regulations Part

that front St Thomas’s Church currently have a change in level to the

B. It is always advisable to discuss with the Fire services who are very

existing floor levels and where the existing shops do have access at

happy to assist and be involved from the earliest opportunity.

the rear there are steps down. It would be necessary within these shop

Below is summary finding relating to some of the technical key issues
that may need to be overcome on the following schemes. Proposals
of this type will generally require distinct Fire, Access and Acoustic

We would advise that the access and acoustic strategies need to be
explored at an early stage as this will ensure continued viability of the
project and create better cost predictability.

Planning Strategy
Both of the following options for reuse would necessitate an application
for a change from one usage Class to another. Nos. 32-36 currently
fall under classes of either E(a) (display or retail of goods) or E(c)
(financial services), and our proposals would likely require a change

The remaining floors are served by existing staircases that would
comply with the requirements of Part B. The top floors are served by

Access to the top floors is currently served by staircases. These would

two stair cores. It will be necessary as part of the detail design to

appear to be Part M compliant with low risers and long goings and

ensure that there are adequate means of escape from all units at all

landings at the correct intervals. It would be our intention to retain

levels in compliance with Part B of the Building Regulations. This will

these staircases. All new internal staircases would be Part M compliant.

require fire door separation within stair cores and separated ‘refuges’.
Particular attention must be paid to the top floor and whether there
is a requirement for a secondary means of escape from this level or
additional active firefighting measures as an alternative mitigation.

of use to either C1 (Hotels) or C3 (dwelling houses) for the upper floors,

Windows generally are sliding sash type and could be made to

along with any associated with future tenancies of the ground floor

conform to current Building Regulations as a possible secondary

space. The planning history of the site notes a precedent for change

means of escape from the units.

of use of no. 32 in 2013 (P/00876/13) with other minor applications
since 1999 relating to equipment installation at no. 32 (P/00315/01),
signage at no. 33 (P/00159/04) or shopfront modifications at no. 35
(P/01478/06, P/01523/99).
Additionally, full planning permission would be required due to the
proposed modification of two listed buildings within a designated
Conservation Area, and would necessarily involve a statutory decision
from Historic England based upon the significance of the heritage
asset and the impact of the proposals.
For these reasons our management of such planning applications
has developed to include pre-application advice from the local
authority combined with a detailed process of specialist consultation
to provide the highest chance of achieving planning permission for
the desired scheme.

areas to raise floor heights as necessary to achieve a level threshold.

There is no provision for a lift to be provided for the private dwelling
option, but a lift provision has been provided in the student
accommodation option.

Soundproofing

There may be further requirements for fire strategy necessary if the

The existing structure appears to be a good sound proofed structure

second floor level is over 4.5m in height from ground level.

and there are existing party walls in the building between the current

The structure of the existing building is generally concrete floors and

shop and storage units.

steel frame with a masonry outer construction which provide the basis

In order to split the building further into smaller shops and living units

of good fire integrity. There would be a necessity to ensure that all

or student accommodation there would need to be provision of new

structural elements do have a fire resistance equivalent to one hour.

party walls and possible upgrading to existing floors. Soundproofing

There will be differing requirements for means of escape from the
student accommodation option but with early design awareness of
these constraints there will be an option that complies with Building
Regulations.
It would be our recommendation to employ a Fire Safety Consultant
if the scheme progresses.

issues always occur around junctions and so it is very important that
any new sound resisting structure are carefully detailed to avoid sound
transmission through the building. All details should be constructed
in accordance with Part E of the Building Regulations and where
possible in accordance with Robust Details.
Due to the multi-user proposals and the location within a busy town
centre, it may be prudent to employ an acoustician in an advisory
capacity and possibly to undertake sound testing to show compliance
when the project is completed.
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Option A: Commercial Premises and Private Dwellings
This option presents a more traditional solution
to promote long-term tenancy of the site
and a more meaningful relationship with St
Thomas’s Square and church.
Comfortable, modern residential units will
occupy the upper floors through efficient
reconfiguring of the current layout and
conversion of the existing roof space. Smaller
shop units will create a greater number of
opportunities for establishing small scale and
unique community-based businesses that
contribute to the commercial character of
Newport High Street.
Existing upper floor spaces can be
refitted to accommodate generously
sized contemporary dwellings with
attractive outlooks across the historic
setting, strengthening Newport’s sense
of community and encouraging social
activity in the historic town centre

The external space between the
building and St Thomas’s church
will be re-invented as part
of the square rather than the
current ‘back of house’ usage,
improving amenity space
through smaller scale shop fronts
and clever lighting solutions,

New apartments at second
floor will make use of
attractive views of the square
and the town centre, with
new dormers, roof lights and
modest outdoor terraces.
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A1		Internal Layouts

10: 75m²
New private terrace

Ground Level - Commercial Units
This option proposes to retain the commercial usage of

Pro

po

the ground floor in a modified form that takes advantage
of changing trends in retail occupancy that favour small

A: 58m²

specialist and locally based tenants over larger brands
or national chain stores. By bisecting the deep floor plans
have effectively doubled, increasing their attractiveness

New balcony areas

to independent tenants. New party walls could be

Pro

accommodate future tenants spatial requirements

po

This proposal seeks to reinforce the High Street as Newport’s commercial centre, encouraging a greater range

se

dS

ec

it creates a new dedicated set of shop fronts serving
St Thomas’s Square, encouraging social activity in an

5: 80m²

underused part of the square.

po

se

dF

C: 50m²

dG

Existing commercial
unit at no. 32 to be
retained and possibly
extended to the
disused second floor
for a total floor space
of 174m²

irs

3: 110m²

tF

loo

2: 75m²

ro

un

loo

rP

lan

New dormers to
second floor

dF

loo

rP

lan

New party wall
to create two
distinct dwellings

lan

1: 75m²

Upper Levels - Private Dwellings
Two new stair cores at the upper levels will serve five

J: 50m²

F: 56m²

dF

lan

rP

G: 56m²
D: 66m²

se

rP

New stair cores
to upper floors

Access to upper
floors retained

E: 66m²

po

loo

4: 120m²

Pro

Pro

dF

6: 70m²

on

A: 58m²

of businesses suited to smaller spaces. At the same time,

hir

8: 100m²
7: 85m²

constructed as to be easily removed or reinstated to

B: 40m²

dT

9: 70m²

of the central spaces, the number of commercial units

A: 58m²

se

H: 50m²

New party walls
dividing the central
units - could be
studwork for
flexible-sized units

new spacious dual-aspect apartments at first floor, four
at second floor and one at third floor for a total of ten new
dwellings. Existing features of the building at first floor
New private terrace

have the potential to be modified to provide modest
external amenity space for a number of units (2, 3, 4),
and dormer windows and rooflights will provide new
second floor apartments with attractive views across the

K: 80m²

square and the town centre.
There is also the possibility of converting the existing roof
space of nos. 32-35 into a new third floor dwelling with
private roof space, in reference to the original third floor
level visible in historical photos.
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A2		Exterior Treatment: High Street Frontage
Existing Situation

New signage
lighting above
each fascia

Visual Improvements

The existing principal shop frontages do not adhere to

Our solution to this problem is the establishment of

a uniform stylistic approach and are simply dictated

a uniform style to the shop fronts that allows future

by the needs of the current tenant. This results in

tenants to add their own individuality to signage, colour

a conflicting range of visual styles and quality of

schemes and window displays whilst adhering to a

implementation that can quickly devalue the overall

broadly functional aesthetic that reinforces the historic

appearance of the listed structures and the surrounding

commercial streetscape still present in parts of Newport.

Conservation Area as shops become vacant. This also

This visual style is influenced by the proportions and

has the effect of discouraging new tenants due the cost

architectural features of the notable shopfront at no. 32

and work required to bring dilapidated shop fronts to a

and replicates it across the ground floor elevation with

suitable standard for new businesses and contributes to

a proposed colour scheme influenced by a traditional

the overall loss of a unified identity that is essential in

Victorian muted/dark colour palette. Upper levels

maintaining the historic character of the High Street.

remain largely unchanged but have been broken up

Uniform fascia and projecting signage
to be installed to all new shop fronts to
create a consistent aesthetic

by replicating existing window boxes and increased
planting.

Entrance to shops unified using a modern
interpretation of a traditional entrance mosaic,
(many of which are still present along the High Street)
which can be commissioned from local designers

Sketch elevation of
proposed improvements
New terrace and
feature roof to new
third floor dwelling

New zinc dormer windows to
roof that reference the original
windows visible in historic photos

Corbels and pilaster providing
distinct separation between
adjoining shops to be painted
in single colour

Colour schemes to consist of
tonal variations of a single
colour to create discreet
contrast and definition

Employing this approach across the building provides
greater appeal to a range of businesses by avoiding the
need for costly external refurbishment whilst maintaining
a visual quality that responds to and reinforces the
historic aesthetic of the High Street.

Panorama of existing High
Street frontage
A (no. 32)

B (no. 33)

Tiles replaced with new
timber stall riser with
mouldings to match no. 33

D (no. 34)

F (no. 35)

H (no. 36a)

Poorly detailed framing to be
replaced to match column detail
on no. 33, with all timber stall risers
consistent with adjacent plinth heights

K (no. 36b)
Fanlight above each
entrance to feature hand
painted door numbering
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A2		Exterior Treatment: St Thomas’s Square, West

no. 36

Sketch elevation of
proposed improvements

Existing Situation

Visual Improvements

This portion of the site comprises a modern two

Subdividing the existing ground floor retail units creates

storey building believed to have been constructed or

new opportunities for a dedicated set of commercial

reconstructed during the 1990s. Not intended to present

premises serving an underused part of St Thomas’s

an historical aesthetic, it is of a broadly utilitarian design

Square. Uniform shop fronts of a traditional style can be

with low architectural significance that somewhat

installed to the existing large window openings to create

conflicts with the heritage value of its setting.

an authentic atmosphere that references the High Street

Furthermore, despite being designed to provide a set

no. 35

of secondary shop frontages to St Thomas’s Square, the

Bays converted to
modest balconies for
new accommodation

shop fronts and contributes to the significant sense of
place in the Square.

impracticality of the internal layouts and inconsistent

The reduced height of these façades allows shop

occupation of the units has resulted in passive window

signage to be moved onto discreet projecting fixtures

displays and regularly shuttered façades that contribute

of a consistent style, and along with south-facing fabric

to an uninviting atmosphere for the casual pedestrian.

awnings, serves to create a more intimate and lanestyle social space that references the historic aesthetic
visible in period photographs of the area. Zinc has been

South-facing roof
terrace to new dwelling

selected for the new dormer windows due to its high
recyclable content, durability and affordability.

K (no. 36b)

J (no. 36a)

This style of door to be
replicated across all new retail
units to both elevations

G (no. 35)
residents’
access

New fabric blinds and
discreet projecting
signage (example below)
appropriate to the setting

A2		Exterior Treatment: St Thomas’s Square, East
Existing Situation

Visual Improvements

Direct access to St Thomas Square for these units is

Our solution is relatively understated in this area due

currently underused, despite many opportunities for

to the attractiveness and historical significance of the

substantial public realm improvements to the adjacent

existing structure. Our changes therefore focus on

pedestrianised areas.

restoring a meaningful relationship between the interior

Despite this elevation housing the two most architecturally
significant historic façades, internal layouts do not
exploit their unique outlook and both windows and doors

and exterior spaces by reinstating an individual retail
unit at nos. 25-26, including functional window displays
and dedicated entrance.

at ground level do not connect the interior and exterior

No. 32 could remain as existing but retains the potential

spaces. Nos. 25-26 in particular serve as an annex to the

for a kiosk or servery within one of the arched window

retail unit at no. 33 High Street and as such do not utilise

units depending on the business occupant. No. 34, being

either the rectangular bay windows or centralised door.

part of the most recent construction, would receive a
treatment consistent with those proposed for the west
end of the building.

no. 34

nos. 25-26

New zinc dormer windows
to roof that reference the
original windows visible in
historic photos

no. 32

New terrace and feature roof
to new third floor dwelling

New projecting
signage appropriate
to the historic setting

E (no. 34)

C (nos. 25-26)
residents’
access

Sketch elevation of
proposed improvements

A (no. 32)

Potential for refreshment
servery or kiosk within
window openings

Functional door and window
displays reintroduced to encourage
more casual public interest
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A3		Public Realm: Key Circulation Areas
St Thomas’s Square, East Access
A triangular space formed between the subject building, St Thomas’s
church and the pedestrianised roadway, this is a substantial open space
with a mature tree and is ideal for public seating or furniture associated
with the new commercial outlets. By placing additional planters and soft
landscaping, the space can be framed and presented as a social meeting
space and could support modest temporary events such as art markets
or food stalls.
Whilst we consider this work to be instrumental in maximising the potential of
these proposals, its implementation is dependent on separate agreement
and coordination with the existing landowner(s) of these external areas.
Historic (left) and contemporary
(right) views of the East entrance
to St Thomas’s Square

The strong visual connection with the nearby Guildhall is also noteworthy,
and this space could benefit from a connection with events associated
with its future reuse; the historic location of the Eagle Tavern signage on
the curved facade could also be utilised to publicise future events taking
place at either location. Minor changes to the arrangement of the existing
street furniture have also been identified, such as reconfiguring of the
existing bench seating to allow greater appreciation of the setting and
engagement with future shop frontages.
These sketches depict a possible commercial focused use of this area
involving outdoor dining and occasional events such as a food festival
that could complement the commercial aspect of the reuse proposals.
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Option B: Student-focused Accommodation and Facilities
This proposal seeks to exploit opportunities to strengthen the Isle of Wight’s Higher Education
infrastructure by providing a dedicated centralised space that supports student activity within
Newport and across the island. The ground floor would accommodate smaller premises to retain a
commercial High Street presence alongside a modern communal space targeted toward student
residents, including a gym, restaurant/café and co-working space and all accessible to outside
users to maximise footfall and resilience.
An outdoor seating area will complement the ground floor usage and
offer an attractive social space between the building and the church.
Upper levels will comprise high-quality hotel-style accommodation
that offers varying degrees of self-sufficiency for visitors through
incorporation of modern facilities.

Large commercial units on the ground
floor suitable for industrial-style fit-out
which is trendy, flexible and inexpensive

Various sized spaces would allow different price
brackets serving different clientele - a similar concept
in Amsterdam offers room to ordinary clients as
well as students, for example units 20 and 27 are
configured as suite-style rooms with living area.

Attractive outdoor space
with movable street furniture
encouraging outdoor
gathering and social activity

B1		

Internal Layouts

28
New private terrace
27

Ground Level - Student Facilities
This option proposes a more radical programme of
reuse that is targeted towards Higher Education students

20

A: 58m²

currently studying in Newport and other areas of the

Pro

po

19

18

enhancing the commercial heritage of Newport, we
New balcony areas

significantly reduced internal areas.

22

The remaining space to the rear has been consolidated

Pro

students’ needs, offering a spacious, relaxed co-working

7

6

A: 58m²

se

8

dS

11

New lift access
to upper floors

po

Lobby &
canteen

se

po

dG

Existing commercial
unit at no. 32 to be
retained and possibly
extended to the
disused second floor
for a total floor space
of 174m²

15

New dormers to
second floor

24

dF

loo

rP

lan

25

irs

tF

loo

3

rP

lan

Access to upper
floors retained

14
2

Upper Levels - Student Residence
1

BoH

C: 35m²

se

lan

13

dF

B: 35m²

Pro

rP

12

4

Pro

loo

New stair cores
to upper floors

5

Gym &
juice bar

on

10

construction style of this portion of the building.

dF

26

ec

9

designed to exploit the more modern aesthetic and

hir

23

po

into a single open-plan shared area serving visiting

A: 58m²

16

21

have retained the five principal shop fronts but with

and catering facilities. This use has been appropriately

dT

17

island. Noting the importance of maintaining and

and social environment including gym, refreshment

se

ro

un

dF

New party walls dividing
the central units to
retain retail frontage to
the High Street

loo

D: 35m²

rP

lan

E: 35m²

Shared work /
meet space

This scheme employs the same principal stair cores
to access the upper floors as option one, and which
are complemented by a new accessible lift. A total of
New private terrace

fourteen bedrooms are proposed at first floor, twelve at
second floor and two at third floor for a total capacity of
twenty-eight, with laundry and associated services.
Individual room layouts are subject to detailed design,
but the range of available space suggests the potential
for some rooms to offer expanded features such as selfcatering facilities for longer-term occupancy.
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B2		

Exterior Treatment: St Thomas’s Square, West
Existing Situation

Visual Improvements

This portion of the site comprises a modern two

Taking advantage of the functional appearance of the

storey building believed to have been constructed or

newer sections of the St Thomas’s Square frontage, the

reconstructed during the 1990s. Not intended to present

new shared space at ground floor is designed to both

an historical aesthetic, it is of a broadly utilitarian design

benefit from views of its historic setting and maximise

with low architectural significance that somewhat

the incoming daylight reaching the building’s interior.

conflicts with the heritage value of its setting.

Awnings have been proposed to regulate the interior

Furthermore, despite being designed to provide a set

Sketch elevation of
proposed improvements

environment and reference the local historic character.

of secondary shop frontages to St Thomas’s Square, the

To this end we propose installing slimline aluminium

impracticality of the internal layouts and inconsistent

windows and matching glazed doors with minimal

occupation of the units has resulted in passive window

glazing bars for an understated contemporary aesthetic

displays and regularly shuttered façades that contribute

that is sympathetic to the adjacent church. Designed

to an uninviting atmosphere for the casual pedestrian.

to be consistent across the elevation, our aim is to
present a highly visible active and vibrant social hub

South-facing roof
terrace to new dwelling

that encourages regular use of the associated external
spaces by both students and residents alike.

New fabric awnings
appropriate to the
historic setting

Modern slimline glazing units
throughout modern section
of elevation serving new
communal interior space

Bays converted to
modest balconies for
new accommodation
(see detail right)

residents’
access

principal entrance
with signage

B2		

Exterior Treatment: St Thomas’s Square, East

Existing Situation

Visual Improvements

Direct access to St Thomas Square for these units is

Our solution is relatively understated in this area due

currently underused, despite many opportunities for

to the attractiveness and historical significance of the

substantial public realm improvements to the adjacent

existing structure. Our changes therefore focus on

pedestrianised areas.

restoring a meaningful relationship between the interior

Despite this elevation housing the two most architecturally
significant historic façades, internal layouts do not
exploit their unique outlook and both windows and doors
at ground level do not connect the interior and exterior
spaces. Nos. 25-26 in particular serve as an annex to the
retail unit at no. 33 High Street and as such do not utilise
either the rectangular bay windows or centralised door.

and exterior spaces by reinstating the functionality of
the frontage of nos. 25-26, including window displays
and dedicated entrance. Zinc has been selected for the
new dormer windows due to its high recyclable content,

no. 34

nos. 25-26

no. 32

durability and affordability. Zinc has been selected for
the new dormer windows due to its high recyclable
content, durability and affordability.

Roof terrace to new third
floor accommodation

New zinc dormer
windows to roof

No. 32 could remain as existing but retains the potential
for a kiosk or servery within one of the arched window
units depending on the business occupant. No. 34, being
part of the most recent construction, would receive a
treatment consistent with those proposed for the west
end of the building.

New projecting
signage
appropriate to
the setting
nos. 25-26
residents’
access
Sketch elevation of
proposed improvements

no. 32
Potential for refreshment
servery or kiosk,
depending on tenant

Functional door and
window displays
reintroduced to encourage
public engagement
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B3		

Public Realm: Key Circulation Areas

St Thomas’s Square, East Access
A triangular space formed between the subject building, St Thomas’s
church and the now pedestrianised roadway, this is a substantial open
space with a mature tree and is ideal for public seating or furniture
associated with the new commercial outlets. By placing additional
planters and soft landscaping, the space can be framed and presented
as a social meeting space and could support modest temporary events
such as art markets or food stalls.
Whilst we consider this work to be instrumental in maximising the potential of
these proposals, its implementation is dependent on separate agreement
and coordination with the existing landowner(s) of these external areas.
Historic (left) and contemporary
(right) views of the East entrance
to St Thomas’s Square

The strong visual connection with the nearby Guildhall is also noteworthy,
and this space could benefit from a connection with events associated
with its future reuse; the historic location of the Eagle Tavern signage on
the curved facade could also be utilised to publicise future events taking
place at either location. Minor changes to the arrangement of the existing
street furniture have also been identified, such as reconfiguring of the
existing bench seating to allow greater appreciation of the setting and
engagement with future shop frontages.
These sketches depict a use targeted towards both local residents and
student users of the building by creating a comfortable external space for
relaxation and socialising that operates as an extension of the option B
reuse proposals and benefits from a strong visual and functional link with
the building’s interior.

20

B3		

Public Realm: Key Circulation Areas

St Thomas’s Square, West Access
This public space adjacent to the site is less defined than the eastern
section, and whilst offering less usable space it nonetheless enjoys more
direct sunlight and public visibility due to its south-facing aspect across
the wider frontage of St Thomas’s church. The pedestrian flow into and
around the Square from both ends of the building requires a coherent
vision for public realm improvements that is consistent across the whole
rear elevation to create a desirable social space.
Whilst we consider this work to be instrumental in maximising the potential of
these proposals, its implementation is dependent on separate agreement
and coordination with the existing landowner(s) of these external areas.
Historic (top) and contemporary
(bottom) views of the West
entrance to St Thomas’s Square

As with the adjacent space, these images depict
both public seating and furniture associated
with the proposed student facilities presented
in option B, but this approach would also be
suitable to complement a potential restaurant or
cafe tenant for the commercial units proposed
as part of the option A scheme. We consider this
an ideal area to promote social activity within
the Square later in the evening for either option.
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Next Steps
• Developing the chosen scheme

• Enhanced cost model

• Pre-application planning advice

Our approach to detailed design progresses the initial concept

Cost modelling is a fundamental support tool that underpins the

We consider the pre-application process to be essential during

towards gaining statutory approvals, and as such will require a

success of any future development, and ensuring its accuracy

the initial stages of local authority consultation with a view to

process of consultation and negotiation with the local authority

is vital to the success of building developments and the viability

solving development challenges. Generating broad support

and other stakeholders and third parties. As with the concept

of the work of the project team. Our Quantity Surveying

allows submission of the final application with a high degree of

design stage, value management exercises will be employed,

process would refresh the cost model with new information,

confidence in a positive outcome, and in a practical sense serves

and a detailed design report prepared for approval by the client

not just through primary categories such as labour, materials or

to streamline the validation stage and outline any likely financial

before proceeding to the next stage. Throughout this process,

consultancy, but also performance in terms of functions or phases

responsibilities such as section 106 agreements.

we remain focused on who the stakeholders for the new building

of the programme. We would use this information to reconcile

are and the best way in which to deliver their requirements.

cost data, comparing it to estimates and discussing what can
be achieved. Compartmentalising these cost components and

• Local Authority review

• Other consultant surveys

understanding where savings can be made or adjusted is the key
to an effective cost analysis.

We have found that working with Planning Consultants can
be beneficial when working with complex developments that

Development proposals require consultation and liaison with the
Local Authority Planning Department and often other statutory

• Further viability

bodies such as the Environment Agency or Historic England.

require specialist knowledge in key fields. For projects involving
listed buildings or conservation principles, a dedicated Heritage
Consultant can provide additional support with proposals or

Our understanding of the needs of developers, combined with

Proposals should always remain realistic, and sustainable

coordination with Historic England through the provision of a

detailed knowledge of Regulations, Planning Guidelines and

development principles should not be compromised, and this is

detailed Heritage Assessment. Non-essential consultants at the

Heritage developments allow us to liaise with statutory bodies

why we believe ongoing development of the viability assessment

planning stage may also prove useful in ensuring there are no

on the client’s behalf throughout the feasibility, design and

should continue into the design stages to ensure the cumulative

unexpected issues later in the development; for example, a

construction process to ensure that works proceed efficiently

cost of all elements of the project do not undermine the ultimate

Structural Engineer’s survey may provide additional information

and to programme. Liaison may not be limited to statutory

deliverability of the plan. We recognise how costs and demands

that allows for further refining of the project’s budget or

consultation and notification, and other affected parties such as

can impact on a development’s viability and use this knowledge

programme.

residents, land owners and businesses may be included in the

to flexibly and effectively deliver solutions.

liaison process to help with the passage of a project through to
completion.
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Viability Report - Introduction



































 



 

 













 














Option A – Showing new smaller retail units fronting St Thomas’ Square
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Economic Appraisal








The economic appraisal is a measure of the socio-economic and financial impact of the schemes on the

local area. Below is a matrix reviewing some elements of the economic impact. The higher the number,


the more positive the impact. These scores are not weighted and therefore should be factored by the


client in relation to their development targets.





Job opportunities

EnvironmOption
ent alAim
p act
– Mix
of

Option A – Mix of
residential and retail

Op tion B – St ud ent /
young p eop le suit e
Option C – As existing
hot el

Op tion C – A s existing

Tourism numbers in
Newport

4

4

3

1

Tourism n u m b e rs in
N ew p ort Option A – Mix of

2

Op tion B – St ud ent /
young p eop le suit e
Option C – As existing
hot el

3

Op tion C – A s existing

1

Town vitality

Tow n vit alit
y A – Mix of
Option

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
hotel

4

Three of five unit s are current ly vacant, the rem aining up p er f loors d o not
p rovid e any em p loym ent op p ort unit ies.

Vacant units ref lect p oorly on t he overall healt h of t he tow n cent re and d o
not p rovid e any ad d ed incent ive t o visit f or t ourists.

1

Vacant units red ucing tow n vit alit y.

3

Op tion B – St ud ent /
young p eop le suit e
Option C – As existing
hot el

4

Op tion C – A s existing

1

Heritage
aspects
term
use
ofim
the
building
improved.
Heritag e asp ect
s ret ained
; longretained;
term uselong
of the
b uild
ing
p roved
.
4
Newport recognised as a central student location which could tie in with
other nearby underutilised buildings for educational purposes.

3

2

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
hotel

3

Does not change the nature of users although may increase footfall.

Does not chang
e the natdiversity
ure of users
alt houg
h m ay
f oot f all. longer periods
Increases
of use
and type
of increase
users encourage
2
where the area is well used and relevant
Increases d iversit y of use and t yp e of users encourag e long er p eriod s
Does not change the nature of users vacant buildings left to become
w here t he area is w ell used and relevant
1
vandalised eyesore. Opportunity for town vitality and reinstating a
heritage asset lost.
Does not chang e the nat ure of users vacant b uild ing s left to b ecom e
vand alised eyesore. Op p ort unity f or t ow n vitalit y and reinst ating a
heritag e asset lost .

3

residential and retail



Improved retail offering for tourists to spend locally

Im p roved retail
off ering
f or accommodation
t ourist s to sp endoffering
locally for tourists to spend in nearby
Large
central
4
businesses

Op tion B – St ud ent /
young p eop le suit e
Option C – As existing
hot el

4

Larg e cent ral accom m od ation of fering for tourist s t o sp end in nearb y
b usinesses
1
Mostly vacant so not adding to tourist spend.

Op tion C – A s existing

1

M ost ly vacant so not ad d ing to t ourist sp end .











1

Tourist spOption
end A – Mix of

Heritag e asp ect s ret ained ; long term use of the b uild ing im p roved .
Some
features
remain
(i.e. w
mosaic
signs)
the
N ew p ort recog
nisedaesthetic
as a central
stud ent
location
hich could
tiebut
in w
ithshop frontages
1
are erut
a mix
of styles
ands constructions
sopthe
is not unified with
ot her nearb
y und
ilised
b uild ing
for ed ucat ional
urpbuilding
oses.
one identity and the heritage has been lost under modern signage.
Som e aest het ic features rem ain (i.e. m osaic sig ns) b ut t he shop front ag es
are a m ix of st yles and const ruct ions so t he b uild ing is not unif ied w it h
one id entit y and t he herit ag e has b een lost und er m od ern sig nag e.

N o d evelop m ent so no ef f ect s on the environm ent.

3

Tourist spend



Heritage aspects retained; long term use of the building improved.

3



Op tion C – A s existing


3

W ill increase t he cohort w ho can b enef it from t he nig ht- tim e econom y.
A d d resses a current housing need .
3
No development so no effects on the environment.

residential and retail



residential and retail

Im p roves occup ancy levels and vib rancy of ad joining sp aces. Does not
Will increase
the cohort
who
can benefit from the night-time economy.
chang e m at erially
f rom current
t yp es of
use.
4
Addresses a current housing need.

4

op p ort unit ies are lost b y
choosing Option
t he op
t ion?)
A – Mix of

Im p roved retail off ering w ell suited f or sm aller ind ep end ent shop s and
diversity
in the up
town
increased
population
g row ing localCreating
b usinesses
b y op ening
b otcentre
h sid eswith
of t he
b uild ingstudent
.
5
and co-working space.

Op tion C – A s existing





Improved retail offering well suited for smaller independent shops and
growing local businesses by opening up both sides of the building.

Creat ing d iversity in the t ow n centre w it h increased st ud ent p op ulation
and co- w ork ing sp ace.
1
Vacant units reducing town vitality.

Improves occupancy levels and vibrancy of adjoining spaces. Does not
change materially from current types of use.

Opportunity cost (i.e. what
opportunities are lost by
choosing
the
Op p ort unit
y cost (i.e
. woption?)
hat

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
Im p roved St Thom as’ Sq uare off ering b ut st ill in line w it h the current
Could be used for groups of foreign exchange students / field study and resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
sq uare off er. Tourism is d raw n t o coast / countrysid e att ractions.
3
research students or budget accommodation for tourists wishing stay in
hotel
town centre.
Op tion B – St ud ent /
Could b e used f or g roup s of foreig n exchang e st ud ents / f ield stud y and
young p eop le suit e
research st ud Vacant
ents or units
b ud g et
accom
m od at
tourists
w ishing
st ay
in centre and do
Option C – As existing
reflect
poorly
onion
thefor
overall
health
of the
town
hot el
1
t ow n centre.
not provide any added incentive to visit for tourists.

5

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
hotel

Op tion B – St ud ent /
young p eop le suit e
Option C – As existing
hot el

Improved St Thomas’ Square offering but still in line with the current
square offer. Tourism is drawn to coast /countryside attractions.

Op tion B – St ud ent /
young p eop le suit e
Option C – As existing
hot el

Local identity and
heritage
Local id ent it y and
herit age Option A – Mix of

4

Concierg e services req uired for the suites and op erat ors or sup p ort for
of five units are currently vacant, the remaining upper floors do not
g ym & café/ bThree
ar.
1
Op tion C – A s existing
provide any employment opportunities.

4

residential and retail

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
hotel

Increased retail outlets providing more job opportunities.

Increased retail
out let s pservices
rovid ing required
m ore job for
op p
ortunit
ies.and operators or support for
Concierge
the
suites
3
gym & café/bar.

2

residential and retail

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
hotel

4

residential and retail

Job op p ort unit ies

Op tion A – M ix of
Option B – Student /
resid ent ial and ret ail
young people suite
hotel

Environmental impact



Total
Option A – Mix of
residential and retail

23/35

Option B – Student /
young people suite
hotel

25/35

Option C – As existing

Sep-35

3
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Community Contribution

Residential properties within town centres increase footfall in the area, improve vitality and use of the


local retail and leisure amenities.





Option A utilises
the first and second floor for residential properties instead 
of ancillary retail
storage areas


which means the building will contribute to footfall on the high street and protect the use of the building

by providing a variation to the income available from all the spaces. Improving the rear of the building

with shop frontages and outdoor seating will reawaken the interest in the northern side of St Thomas

Square which is currently a walk through and seating area for the chip shop.


 
 offer
 

 within
 
 


a

Apartments
more central
accommodation
Newport
which
supports
it as
key
employment

centre for the Isle of Wight. Currently there is a lower proportion of residential properties within the town



centre than the national average as shown in the figures below.




















The declining high streets in the UK require revitalisation using strategies less reliant on retail provision.
Generation Z are an important group who buy what they need online and use retail as a social and

experiential use of their leisure time, making it important for town centres appeal as places to visit for
               
leisure and enjoyment, retail as well as administrative functions such as bank visits, medical reasons and
                  
supermarket shopping.
                 

Option B, the student suite hotel provides a healthy mix of short-term accommodation in tandem with

leisure facilities on the ground floor to create a hub of life on the high street. The hotel will diversify footfall
in the proximity, while the leisure facilities create a distinction for its occupants which will improve

demand. For this reason.

  
data

 
 visit
 



2020/2021
footfall
for 
Newport 
shows that
most people
in the middle
of the
day,
Option B may

improve the night-time economy as tourist staying within the town centre may visit the eateries/bars within
walking distance. The students and younger users may also contribute more to the night-time economy.

              
              









4
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Cost Appraisal







 following appraisals are based on local average square meter rates for each type of construction.
The
They
do not include preliminaries, contingencies or all relevant professional fees but they provide a

rough
guide for each option.









Option
A – Ground floor retail, upper floors residential.








Retail Building estimate

Residential Building estimate
Provision for false floors to St Thomas

Square
retail units for level access

Project/design
team fees
Contingency





Variable

688m2
710m2
688m2




 
Total




R at e

£1,640/m2
£1,723/m2
£130/m2





Cost

£1,128,320
£1,223,330
£89,440



10%

5%


£244,109

£122,054.50

£2,807,254









Option
B – Ground floor leisure amenities, upper floor student hotel.











Variable
R at e

Hotel building estimate
710m2
£2,024/m2
Meeting
rooms
279m2
£889/m2

Bar/Café
359m2
£1,998/m2

Gym (with AC)
50m2
£1,634/m2
Provision
for false floors to hotel
490m2
£130/m2



facilities
from St Thomas Square for level



access



Project/Design
team fees
10%



Contingency
5%
Total


















Cost
£1,437,040
£248,129
£717,282
£81,743
£63,700



£254,789

£127,394
£2,930,077
















5
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Revenue Potential


Option A – Ground floor retail, upper floors residential.








Scenario 1 – Renting the apartments

Upon review of the local commercial rental rates (Appendix A), it is estimated that the retail outlets could 
Income Stream
be leased for between £14.50 and £25 per ft2 – the table below
has opted for £15.73/sq.ft pa. Based on



this rate, the rent associated with each unit has been calculated below.
Retail leasing income


Business rates income
Unit
Rent





A (over 3 floors)
£29,461
Apartment rental income

B
£6,772




C
£8,465




D
£11,174





Scenario 2 – selling the apartments.
E
£11,174





F
£9,481
Income Stream



G
£9,481
Retail leasing income




H
£8,465
Business rates income




J
£8,465
Total





K
£13,545



Total £116,490
 Income Stream





The units would create an increase in ratable value. This is due to the increased Zone A areas in the retail
 
units which is created by introducing shop fronts to the rear of the building. For example, 35 high street
has a current rateable value of £31,824. By splitting it into two units (F and G), one facing the High Street

and one facing St Thomas Square, the rateable value increases to approximately £32,976 in total for both

units. Similarly, 33 High Street would also increase by around 5% in rateable value from £27,780 for the

existing unit, to £29,110 for units B and C. The total rateable value for the ground floor retail outlets (based

on approximate floorplans) is £176,315.40 with an income of £86,394.55 of business rates. However, smaller

businesses are exempt for business rates so while the rateable value may increase, the income may not.
               
The residential units would also provide rental income. A review of the local residential rental rates for

similar properties (Appendix B) indicated that each unfurnished apartment could provide around £650

to £700 PCM in rent. There are 10 proposed apartments so the rental income would be approximately

£78,000 per annum.

Selling
the 
apartments
would also
be
an option,
particularly
given the lack
of first-time
homes
on the Isle
 

 



of
Wight
and
the
inflated
property
the pandemic.
A review
recent
apartment
sales


 
market
 since


 of



in the
area (Appendix C) indicates that a 2-bedroom apartment in Newport would sell for around £145,000 to

£185,000 depending on the specification of the property and associated amenities.









Annual income
£116,490


£86,394 (some units may be exempt)

£78,000

Total
£284,957





Annual Income

£116,490

£86,394 (some units may be exempt)

£206,957




One-off Sales Income (not inc. selling fees)



£326,670

Ten, 2-bedroom apartments sold
(£1,550,000 less £1,223,330 build cost)






Total £326,670

















Option B – Hotel/ suites

 


The Isle of Wight has a recognised
migration of students
and young people
aged 20-29 in search of

net



higher
education
and
career
opportunities.
In
balance
to
this
,there
is
a
large
cohort
of medical students,



foreign exchange students, FE students
and young people
who are seeking independence


 on the Isle of





Wight.




Hotels outside of London in the UK are 
estimated to reach an
average of 75% occupancy
throughout the

 

year. The average price for room-only
accommodation in 
a shared house on the
Isle of Wight is £133 per





week. This equates to £19 per night and includes cooking facilities and other amenities such as WIFI,
outside space, parking and a communal
lounge. The average
nightly cost for a
hotel room in Newport is








£76 in the winter and £85 in the summer. It is anticipated that the price for the student rooms/hotel suites

£600 per month. This
would include use 
of the gym facilities and
would be at around £150 a week, or

shared catering/laundry amenities.





It is anticipated that some rooms would be dedicated for hotel suites whilst others would be used as hotel

rooms. Taking term-time and hotel occupancy rates into account, the following estimates have been

collated for annual income from the accommodation areas of the building.
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Revenue Potential

Option A – Ground floor retail, upper floors residential.



Scenario
1 – Renting the apartments


Upon review of the local commercial rental rates (Appendix A), it is estimated that the retail outlets could

Income Stream
Annual income
be leased for between £14.50 and £25 per ft2 – the table below has opted for £15.73/sq.ft pa. Based on               

this rate, the rent associated with each unit has been calculated below.
Retail leasing income
£116,490



Business rates income
£86,394 (some units may be exempt)
Unit
Rent


A (over 3 floors)
£29,461
Apartment rental income
£78,000


B      
£6,772
 
        
Total £284,957



C
£8,465






D
£11,174




Scenario
2 – selling the apartments.

E
£11,174






F
£9,481
Income Stream
Annual Income



G
£9,481
Retail leasing income
£116,490






£8,465
Business
rates
income
£86,394
(some units may be exempt)
 H
  



J
£8,465
Total
£206,957




K
£13,545




Total £116,490




Income Stream
One-off Sales Income (not inc. selling fees)





The units would create an increase in ratable value. This is due to the increased Zone A areas in the retail 


units which is created by introducing shop fronts to the rear of the building. For example, 35 high street
£326,670
Ten, 2-bedroom apartments sold


(£1,550,000 less £1,223,330 build cost)

has a current rateable value of £31,824. By splitting it into two units (F and G), one facing the High Street


and one facing St Thomas Square, the rateable
value increases to approximately £32,976 in total for both


units. Similarly, 33 High Street would also
increase by around 5% in rateable value from £27,780 for the
Total £326,670


existing unit, to £29,110 for units B and C. The total rateable value for the ground floor retail outlets (based



on approximate floorplans) is £176,315.40 with an income of £86,394.55 of business rates. However, smaller



businesses are exempt for business rates so while the rateable value may increase, the income may not.




The residential units would also provide 
rental income. A review of the local residential rental rates for

similar properties (Appendix B) indicated
that each unfurnished apartment could provide around £650

to £700 PCM in rent. There are 10 proposed apartments so the rental income would be approximately


£78,000 per annum.





Selling the apartments would also be an option, particularly given the lack of first-time homes on the Isle
of Wight and the inflated property market since the pandemic. A review of recent apartment sales in the


area (Appendix C) indicates that a 2-bedroom
apartment in Newport would sell for around £145,000 to

£185,000
depending
on
the
specification
of
the
property
and associated amenities.















Option B – Hotel/ suites






The Isle of Wight has a recognised net migration of students and young people aged 20-29 in search of



higher education and career opportunities. In balance to this ,there
is a large cohort of medical students,

foreign exchange students, FE students and young people who
are seeking independence on the Isle of

Wight.





Hotels outside of London in the
UK are estimated to reach an average
of 75% occupancy throughout the


year. The average price for room-only accommodation in a shared house on the Isle of Wight is £133 per



week. This equates to £19 per
night and includes cooking facilities and other amenities such as WIFI,


outside space, parking and a communal lounge. The average nightly cost for a hotel room in Newport is

£76 in the winter and £85 in the summer. It is anticipated that the price for the student rooms/hotel suites

would be at around £150 a week, or £600 per month. This would include use of the gym facilities and

shared catering/laundry amenities.



It is anticipated that some rooms would be dedicated for hotel 
suites whilst others would be used as hotel

rooms. Taking term-time and hotel occupancy rates into account,
the following estimates have been


collated for annual income from the accommodation areas of
the building.
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Conservation Principles Analysis



Historic England offer guidance on the best practise for protecting heritage assets. The six high level


principles are:



When applying these principles to making a change to a historic environment, Historic England
recommend:


               
• Investigating how much physical change is really required to implement the proposal
1. The historic environment is a shared resource.


• Evaluate how much it affects the values of the historic environment and the potential affects it
This principle relates to the story of human heritage that a building or historic environment can
could have on habitats or possible concealed structures/ buried archaeological deposits.
 
 
tell. There is social and economic value in being able to better understand our heritage, identity,
• Consider the effects on authenticity and integrity – particularly the elements which truthfully
 
reflect the values of the place
knowledge and beliefs. Moreover, it is a matter of public interest, and public resources should


•
Take account of sustainability – re-use sound traditional materials
be
made
available
to
protect
historic
environments.

•
Consider the potential reversibility of changes
 

•
Compare options and make the decision


2. Everyone should be able to participate in sustaining the historic environment
• Apply mitigation
 
• Monitor and evaluate options
The
decisions
made
should
be
inclusive,
accessible,
and
informed
with
input
from
everyone.
 


Learning should also be prioritised in the future of the asset; it helps different generations and

communities to engage with the historic environment. This should be enabled and encouraged
 Preferred

option from a conservation standpoint: option 1

by experts and their knowledge should be passed on to sustain the historic environment.
 In

line with Historic England’s principles, option 1 is preferable due to the retention of retail units on the

floor. This is in keeping with the historic use of a department store. The building’s distinctive mosaic

 ground

3. Understanding the significance of places is vital
signage
and central location are part of the identity of the building. Additionally, where option 1 seeks
Any part of the historic environment with a distinctive identity can be considered a ‘place’. To

 
to unify the retail units aesthetically and in terms of their use, option 2 only retains the retail units on the
understand the significance, it is important to consider:
▪ The fabric of the place and how/why it has changed over time
High Street which could create a disconnect with the hotel entrance on the St Thomas Square side.


▪
Who
values
it
and
why
Option 3, to leave the building as it is, retains the heritage features but risks the building going into disrepair


▪ How those values relate to its fabric.
due to the vacant retail units.

 
▪ How important those values are

▪ Whether associated objects contribute to them
 
                
▪ The contribution made by the setting and context of the place
 
                  
▪ How the place compares to others sharing similar values
                
 

4. Significant places should be managed to sustain their values
 

Managing the natural changes that occur (e.g. weathering, wear and tear) to protect and if


possible reinforce heritage values. Parties involved must recognise which heritage values are
vulnerable
to change and take action to protect them including mediation between actions
 
which could conflict with different heritage values. Any new work should aspire to a quality of
design which will be valued now and, in the future, not necessarily working in traditional or new
 
ways but respecting the significance of the place.


5. Decisions about change must be reasonable, transparent and consistent

These decisions must be guided by public policy with a depth of public engagement to justify

the decision. The strategy which maintains both the historic environment and public interest with

the least conflict between the two should be undertaken.





6. Documenting and learning from decisions is essential
 
Accessible records of the decisions making process must be maintained. If all or a significant
part of the asset is going to be lost, an analysis must be undertaken to investigate and archive

the information at a level that reflects its significance.
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Findings




Using the unweighted scoring methodology, this appraisal finds that the preferred options are as

follows:




Economic
Viability Viability
Economic

Option Option
B
B

Community
Contribution
Community
Contribution

Option B
Option B

Cost Appraisal
Cost Appraisal

Option A
Option A

Revenue Potential
Revenue Potential

Option B
Option A

Conservation Analysis
Option A
Conservation Analysis
Option A
































                

 could
This analysis should be taken in context of the early stage of the design as sales and rental values

be affected by the end specification of the properties. Equally, the cost of the construction of each



scheme is indicative only at this stage and a more in-depth cost analysis should be undertaken when

more design detail is available.




Whilst Option A has scored higher in this analysis against the five criteria above, the client should consider
weighting these scores to ensure the priorities of the project are taken into account.
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Appendix: Initial Concept / Sketch Proposals

32

in the 1980’s
by

